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CHAPTER ONE - WHY DIAGRAMS?
Why would we want to diagram something or interpret a diagram?
Consider two possible reasons :
Creang meaning. We engage with a diagramming process or view a parcular diagram to
gain a deeper understanding of a parcular situaon that interests us, a problem that needs
resoluon or for gaining clarity around a task. Whether working on your own, or with a
group, meaning making is a process. In these cases how that process is constructed and
constrained, or who is or is not involved in the sense making becomes crical.
Communicang meaning. In this case the task is to communicate aspects of a situaon to
others so that they can either understand your sense making or make their own sense.
There are many jokes about the IKEA assembly instrucons but in many ways they are
remarkably good a conveying the necessary tasks. Here is an example for a co'ee machine
cleaner :

Basically, diagrams are not only representaons of reality they help create realies
1

they can summarise complex situaons, allowing you to appreciate the complexity
while seeing the individual components and the connecons between the
components;

2

they can give you new insights into a situaon by making you think carefully about
the components and connecons and by helping you to learn more e'ecvely.

What comes to mind when you read the word 'diagram'?
But if that is what diagrams do, then what makes a diagram a diagram?
Consider this situaon.1
1. This example and others are taken from the UK Open University's course on systems diagramming.

Much of this
chapter is based on this excellent course and I encourage you to read the course material. It will only take you a
couple of hours, and expands on this introduction. You can access the material here :
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Jane is married to Tom and they live at No. 8. Tom's sister Dawn lives at No. 20 and has
three children, Peter, Paul and Mary. Her partner Derek le4 her 4 years ago and moved to
Scotland, but now she is living with John. John has two children of his own, Tim and
Nicholas, from his marriage to Julie. Julie's father, Alf, works in the same factory as Tom's
father, while Dawn and Jane's mother went to school together. Alf and Millie live at No. 34.
They used to live at No. 6, but moved a4er the children le4 home. Dawn has two older
brothers, one of whom has moved away. Keith and Pamela are Tom's parents, but Pamela
died last year. Keith now lives alone at No. 18.
Got it? Try this. Look away from the text and try to describe the overall situaon rather
than the detail.
How about this :

Got it now?
Essenally the diagram replaced a linear descripon of 'reality' that reveals itself over your
journey through the text, by a single image that presents data in an expansive vista. Short
of a me-warp, oral presentaons wring is linear. Reality is delivered to you one fact at a
me. It's like waing for a freight train to go pass at a rail crossing – could you provide a
descripon of the engine once the whole train has passed by? More prosaically have you
ever experienced reading an Execuve Summary and forgo>en what was said in the ?rst
paragraph, or needed to reread it a couple of mes to make sense of it? In a way, a
diagram is an Execuve Summary all in one go.
And as the situaon gets more complicated the problem of meaning making increases. I
recall an interview for a job one me when I was asked to describe a spiral staircase while
si@ng on my hands. Try to describe this complex, dynamic, performance management
situaon in words.

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/science-maths-technology/computing-and-ict/systems-computer/systemsdiagramming/content-section-0?active-tab=description-tab
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Di+erent realies - perspecves, framings, purpose
So diagrams help you 'get' the overall picture. But what do you 'get'?
You don't get 'reality' in either of the two above diagrams. You get a paral representaon
of reality. And there is nothing inherently wrong with this. Diagrams cannot show
everything; even the most detailed diagrams depict 'reality' only parally. But there again
that's true of any depicon, oral, wri>en or visual. I could probably take a photo of my desk
that might accurately depict the objects on it, but it would be literally just a snapshot, a
moment of my desk captured in me, nor would it explain the meaning or signi?cance,
underneath a monitor of the ny model of an Andean llama (which of course in itself is
merely a 'diagram' of the animal).
Diagrams are representaons of reality that are designed to serve a parcular purpose
and invariably re.ect a parcular perspecve on reality. Di'erent purposes, di'erent
perspecves, di'erent representaons of reality as di'erent components of reality become
relevant.
Thus construcng diagrams is generally about deciding what to leave out to empahsise a
parcular understanding rather than pu/ng everything in. That's a generalisaon ; not
always – as we shall see. And somemes they don't reDect reality either but also help
create realies – again as we shall see.
Here's how the Open University course explains this :
Whenever we take in, think and express new ideas, we describe and represent the
'reality' we perceive (in words, lines, pictures, symbols or numbers) by making
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simpli?caons for some purpose. In simplifying, we select certain features of a situaon –
the essenals – to communicate a clear message,
The main power in diagrams comes from an individual or group using them to acvely
further their own thinking
But let us return to the issue of what you "get" from a diagram
That substanally depends on two things :
The purpose of the diagram
The Open University course contains three addional diagrams that can be constructed
from the explanaon about people's relaonships to each other.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Each represents a di'erent purpose for drawing the diagram.


Show residenal history



Show who is related to whom



Show who lives where

Can you idenfy which is which?
The meaning that people draw from the diagram
There are two important consideraons here.
Firstly, people will reDect their parcular perspecves, framings, history, values and other
aspects when selecng what to draw in a diagram. Here are two examples of a diagram that
seeks to show aspects of a parcular intervenon to prevent the spread of malaria in
Northern Perú.
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Both people who drew the diagram were given the same wri>en descripon of the
situaon and asked to depict that situaon visually. In other words the data they
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were responding to were the same. However, look closely and you can see that they
chose to emphasise di'erent aspects of that descripon. Noce that the top diagram
emphasises the long term and short term aspects of the situaon in some detail
whereas the lower diagram did not, preferring to emphasise aspects of the current
dynamics. In contrast, the lower diagram emphasised the impact of the situaon on
school children whereas the upper one doesn't even idenfy the issue. And in both
cases the drawers added things that were not in the wri>en descripon, based on
their own knowledge of similar situaons, their values and interests
Secondly, di'erent people will look at the same diagram and make sense of it in
di'erent ways. They will draw di'erent conclusions. Not only does data not speak for
themselves, neither does the diagram; words are put in their mouths by people
bringing their own perspecves, values, experiences and histories to bear.
Look at the diagram below.

Right now you may be seeing a young ?n-de-siècle woman. On the other hand you may be
seeing an older woman. You may be seeing both. If you return to this diagram you may
always see the older woman ?rst or the younger woman. There is a reason for this and it is
a ma>er of experience and perspecves. A 2018 study revealed that older people were
more likely to see the older woman before the younger woman, and vice versa.
Psychologists call this phenomenon 'own-age bias'. The ability to recognise a face is
determined by your experience. People recognise faces of their own age group more
precisely than those outside their own . The main lesson from this is do not assume that
anyone else except you will make sense of a diagram in the same way that you do. Do not
assume that 'dying up' a diagram will make it more likely that someone else will
understand a diagram 'more clearly'. Be aware that in this case 'more clearly' is a
euphemism for 'the same way as me'.
So what for diagramming?
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What do you think that point is and the consequences for using systems diagramming?
Primarily it implies that diagramming is more than representaon of reality, or even making
meaning of reality; it is about making meaning from reality. Indeed if a diagram does not
tell you anything new, something you did not know beforehand, then maybe that parcular
diagram has very limited use. It is for that reason, when helping people construct systems
diagrams, its o4en useful to ask people to include what they don't know about the situaon
and encourage them to include that in the diagram or in their assessment of it.
There are a few other things to consider ;
One is to be clear what assumpons are being brought to bear. If you are construcng a
diagram then it will contain hidden assumpons about the way you see the world, your
values, your history, your knowledge, your priories - or in the case of the above diagram,
your age and all that is wrapped up in that. If you are interpreng a diagram developed by
someone else then that interpretaon will contain hidden assumpons about the way you
see the world, your values, your history, your knowledge, your priories. These will never
be exactly the same as anyone else's. Indeed what you are processing is your understanding
of the diagram author's assumpons, experience, purpose, and values, ?ltered through your
own assumpons, experience, purpose, and values. If your head is not hurng with that
idea - it ought to be because the potenal for 'error' and 'misunderstanding' is not trivial.
Thus assumpon surfacing and iden?caon is crical to successful diagram use. 2 This
includes the assumpons that are made during its construcon or in its interpretaon. For
you to make sense of my use of the diagram of the women, I had to assume that you were
aware of late 19th century French fashion or the painngs of Degas and Cézanne. However,
so ubiquitous are those painngs that I assumed it was a reasonable assumpon. If you had
not watched someone using an espresso co'ee machine then the diagram of how to clean it
would not have made any sense to you. But that diagram was on the side of a tub of co'ee
machine cleaner. It is probably safe to assume that anyone purchasing a co'ee machine
cleaner would be familiar with how to operate one?
There are other factors that need to be surfaced in any diagramming process. To some
extent it depends on the purpose.
For instance, if it is primarily about creang meaning, then much depends on the process of
creang it. So the quesons needed to assess the quality are things like








who was involved?
what were their purposes?
what were their perspecves?
What knowledge did they use?
who or what was included, for what reason?
what was not included, for what reason?
what assumpons were made - and what assumpons are you making about that?

2. Indeed there is a systems method called Strategic Assumptions Surfacing and
Testing (SAST) that explores this.
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what insights did the parcipants gain from the process?
What meaning do those not involved in the process take from it?
How well did it inform parcipants' pracce?

If it is primarily about communicang meaning then it is important to remember that
diagrams are always a sample of reality – it’s never the whole deal. It is personal to the
individual or group who constructed or interpreted it. Consequently if you were not
involved in that process it is always important to ask yourself:





is it clear who constructed or interpreted the diagram?
Is their purpose clear?
Is it clear what assumpons they made - and what assumpons are you making
about that?
How well does it inform your pracce?

